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ATTY. MARIE ROSE M. MAGALLEN.LIRIO
Head - lssuer Compliance and Disclosure Department (ICDD)
Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp.
29th Floor, BDO Equitable Tower
8751 Paseo de Roxas, Makati City 1226

Gentlemen

Please be advised that the following disclosure was made to the Philippine Stock
Exchange on even date:

Enclosed herewith, for the information of the Exchange, is a copy of the
press release of PhilRatings relating to the planned Php60 billion commercial
papers program of the Company. The proposed issuance has been given a
rating of PRS Aaa (corp.) by PhilRatings.

The Company shall file the appropriate disclosure upon the filing of the
pertinent registration statement and prospectus relating to the aforementioned
commercial papers program.

Virgilio . Jacinto
Corporate Secretary
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San Miguel Corporation Gets Highest Rating

Philippine Rating Services Corporation (PhilRatings) has assigned an issuer rating of PRS Aaa (corp.) to San

Miguel Corporation (SMC), in relation to SMC's planned P60 billion Shelf-Registration Commercial Paper (CP) issue.

The rating has a Stable outlook.

An lssuer Credit Rating is an opinion on the general and overall creditworthiness of the issuer, evaluating
its ability to meet all its financial obligations, within a time horizon of one year. The focus is on financial strength
and ability to meet existing and prospective obligations, under normal and stressed conditions. A company rated
PRS Aaa (corp). has a very strong capacity to meet its financial commitments relative to other Philippine
corporates. A PRS Aaa is the highest corporate credit rating assigned in the PRS scale.

ln addition, PhilRatings is maintaining its PRS Aaa rating and a Stable Outlook for SMC's outstanding P70.0

billion Fixed-Rate Bonds and Notes. Obligations rated PRS Aaa are of the highest quality with minimal credit risk.

The obligor/s capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation is extremely strong. PRS Aaa is the
highest rating assigned by PhilRatings.

A Stable Outlook, on the other hand, indicates that the assigned rating is likely to be maintained or to
remain unchanged in the next 12 months.

The assigned ratings reflect the following key considerations: SMCs well-entrenched market leadership
and solid track record of subsidiaries, backed by stable demand that is expected to receive further boost from a

growing domestic economy; ample liquidity, supported by stable cash flow generation; manageable leverage
position, as the progressive completion of capital-intensive projects reduces the need for debt financing, going

forward; and its experienced management team, providing a large degree of assurance that the SMC Group's
aggressive growth strategy will be soundly executed.

PhilRatings' ratings are based on available information and projections at the time that the rating review
was performed. PhilRatings shall continuously monitor developments relating to SMC and may change the ratings
at any time, should circumstances warrant a change.

SMC is one of the largest conglomerates in the Philippines, with diversified businesses ranging from
beverages, food, packaging, fuel and oil, energy, infrastructure, and with investments in property, car
distributorship and banking services. The Company's major subsidiaries enjoy strong market positions. These

companies include: San Miguel Food and Beverage, lnc. (SMFB), a widely-recognized food and beverage company
which holds market- leading positions in the beer, spirits and various food categories ; San Miguel Yamamura
Packaging Corporation (SMYPC), a leading packaging company which provides total packaging solutions to major
food, pharmaceutical, beverages and personal care manufacturers; Petron Corporation (Petron) a leading
integrated oil refining and marketing company in the Philippines, with an overall domestic market shareof 27.L%

as of June 30, 2019, in terms of sales volume (based on Petron's internal estimates and calculations, and taking
into account industry data from the Department of Energy); SMC Global Power Holdings Corporation (SMC Global
Power), one of the Philippines' largest power companies, controlling 4,347 megawatts (MW) of combined capacity
as of September 30, 2019, and which benefits from diversified fuel sources (including natural gas, coal and

hydroelectric). SMC Global Power estimates its market shares of the National, Luzon, and Mindanao Grids al 2O%,

26%, and 9%, respectively, as of September 30,2OL9; and San Miguel Holdings Corporation (SMHC), the Group's
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infrastructure arm which handles the construction, management, and operation of the country's largest
infrastructure network. SMHC built the Tarlac-Pangasinan-La Union Expressway (TPLEX), South Luzon Expressway
(SLEX), Skyway Stages t and 2, the Southern Tagalog Arterial Road (STAR), the NAIA Expressway (NAlAx) and
Bulacan Bulk Water Supply Project. lt also operates and is currently expanding the Boracay Airport, while
development works for the following projects are presently under progress: Manila North Harbor, Skyway Stages 3
and 4, SLEX Toll Road 4 (SLEX-TR4), and Mass Rail Line Transit Line 7 (MRT-7.)SMC benefits from its diversified
business portfolio, with a mix that balances the Company's performance throughout the economic rycle, thus
providing stability to SMC's overall profitability. SMCs products and services include: beer, spirits, non-alcoholic
beverages, poultry, animal feeds, flour, fresh and processed meats, dairy products, coffee, various packaging
products and a full range of refined petroleum products which are leaders in their respective markets. Demand for
such is relatively resilient and therefore, able to ride out to economic downturns. Moving forward, the SMC

Group continues to expand its presence in industries which support and benefit from the growth and development
of the Philippine economy such as fuel and oil, energy, and infrastructure.

Cash flow from operations remained positive, amounting to P58.4 billion as of September 30, 2OL9.
Operating cash was mostly used for investments; in particular, additions to plant, property and equipment (PPE),

as well as other non-current assets. As of September 30, 2019, current ratio stood at 1.5x. Cash from operations
will continue to be positive for the forecast period 2020-2023. Cash for investment activities will be largest in
2020, reflecting the capital expenditures (capex) for major projects of Petron, SMFB and the infrastructure
business. Current ratio for 2020-2023 will be within historical levels.

As of end-September 30, 2019, interest-bearing loans to equity ratio stood at 1.4x. Stockholders' equity
went up by 1-2.8% to P577.4 billion, while interest bearing debt stood at P831.6 billion. Equity increase was mostly
due to the increase in non-controlling interests (+36.4%1, which primarily pertained to the issuance of Senior
Perpetual Capital Securities (SPCS) by SMC Global and the issuance of preferred shares of Petron. Going forward,
equity growth will be largely on account of increase retained earnings due to continued growth in profitability.

As of September 30, 2019, SMC had ample unavailed peso and dollar credit lines from various financial
institutions. PhilRatings also notes the SMC Group's historical success in tapping the debt market, with previous
issuances of peso-denominated bonds and notes seeing strong market reception. SMC and a number of its major
subsidiaries are publicly listed. The substantial value that can be unlocked from such publicly listed subsidiaries
providesfundingflexibilitytotheSMCGroupforitsmajorplansinthefuture. Asof December27,20L9,SMChad
a market capitalization of P391.0 billion. Total attributable market capitalization of Ginebra San Miguel, lnc.
(GSMI), Petron and SMFB stood at P549.4 billion.

SMC's management team is considered to have a solid background in managing the company's operating
environment, enabling the company to successfully go through periods of crisis and instability brought about by
external factors. Senior executive officers in different subsidiaries implement, on a daily basis, a focused and
integrated execution of long-term goals and financial management strategies for the SMC Group.
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